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An Introduction to the Standard Model of Particle Physics familiarizes readers
with what is considered tested and accepted and in so doing, gives them a
grounding in particle physics in general. Whenever possible, Dr. Mann takes an
historical approach showing how the model is linked to the physics that most of
us have learned in less challenging areas. Dr. Mann reviews special relativity and
classical mechanics, symmetries, conservation laws, and particle classification;
then working from the tested paradigm of the model itself, he: Describes the
Standard Model in terms of its electromagnetic, strong, and weak components
Explores the experimental tools and methods of particle physics Introduces
Feynman diagrams, wave equations, and gauge invariance, building up to the
theory of Quantum Electrodynamics Describes the theories of the Strong and
Electroweak interactions Uncovers frontier areas and explores what might lie
beyond our current concepts of the subatomic world Those who work through the
material will develop a solid command of the basics of particle physics. The book
does require a knowledge of special relativity, quantum mechanics, and
electromagnetism, but most importantly it requires a hunger to understand at the
most fundamental level: why things exist and how it is that anything happens.
This book will prepare students and others for further study, but most importantly
it will prepare them to open their minds to the mysteries that lie ahead. Ultimately,
the Large Hadron Collider may prove the model correct, helping so many realize
their greatest dreams ... or it might poke holes in the model, leaving us to wonder
an even more exciting possibility: that the answers lie in possibilities so unique
that we have not even dreamt of them.
Dramatic progress has been made in all branches of physics since the National
Research Council's 1986 decadal survey of the field. The Physics in a New Era
series explores these advances and looks ahead to future goals. The series
includes assessments of the major subfields and reports on several smaller
subfields, and preparation has begun on an overview volume on the unity of
physics, its relationships to other fields, and its contributions to national needs.
Nuclear Physics is the latest volume of the series. The book describes current
activity in understanding nuclear structure and symmetries, the behavior of
matter at extreme densities, the role of nuclear physics in astrophysics and
cosmology, and the instrumentation and facilities used by the field. It makes
recommendations on the resources needed for experimental and theoretical
advances in the coming decade.
An introductory course on nuclear and particle physics for undergraduate and
early-graduate students. It covers the fundamentals of both nuclear and particle
physics, giving emphasis to the discovery and history of developments in the
field, and is experimentally/phenomenologically oriented.
After an introduction to relativistic quantum mechanics, which lays the foundation
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for the rest of the text, the author moves on to the phenomenology and physics of
fundamental interactions via a detailed discussion of the empirical principles of
unified theories of strong, electromagnetic, and weak interactions. There then
follows a development of local gauge theories and the minimal standard model of
the fundamental interactions together with their characteristic applications. The
book concludes with further possibilities and the theory of interactions for
elementary particles probing complex nuclei. Numerous exercises with solutions
make this an ideal text for graduate courses on quantum mechanics and
elementary particle physics.
A treatment of the experimental techniques and instrumentation most often used
in nuclear and particle physics experiments as well as in various other
experiments, providing useful results and formulae, technical know-how and
informative details. This second edition has been revised, while sections on
Cherenkov radiation and radiation protection have been updated and extended.
Originally published as part of the renowned Bergmann-Schaefer textbook series
on experimental physics, this volume fills an important void by providing a
thorough treatment of the basic: atoms, molecules, nuclei, and particles. Written
by experimentalists, it forms a unique compendium of our practical knowledge of
the basic elements While keeping all of the rigor necessary for a clean treatment,
the authors go beyond theory and describe major experimental results that give
readers a clear view of the practical side of nature.
Beginning with a concise introduction on the constituents of matter (elementary
particles, atomic nuclei, atoms and molecules), this course on the structure of
matter focuses on the interaction of particles and radiation with matter. The
course is divided into fourteen lectures with each ranging from physical
fundamentals to current topics in subatomic and atomic research, thus making
links to modern applications. Currently important topics such as channeling, the
interaction between molecular ions and matter, and muon-catalyzed fusion are
also discussed. The text is suitable as an introduction for graduate students and
as a reference for scientists.
This thoroughly revised book, now in its Fourth Edition, continues to provide a
comprehensive introduction to this increasingly important area of nuclear and
particle physics. It combines coverage of basic concepts, principles and
applications, along with the latest developments. Beginning with the historical
developments of the subject, properties and constituents of the nucleus,
quantitative facts about nucleus, etc., the book moves on to give insights into
nuclear models, phenomenon of radioactivity and its applications in various
fields, nuclear reactions including reactions in the Sun and stars, photoelectric
and Compton effects, pair creation, different particle accelerators and radiation
detectors. UNIQUE FEATURES • Contains actual experimental data • Large
number of solved problems to help students comprehend the concepts with ease
• Provides unsolved problems with answers and review questions to test the
students' comprehension of the subject NEW TO THE FOURTH EDITION •
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Some sections have been revised and enlarged to enhance their comprehension,
such as the neutron activation analysis, scintillation and HPGe detectors •
Includes a list of accelerators • Provides several new solved and unsolved
problems TARGET AUDIENCE • B.Sc./M.Sc. (Physics)
Presents latest developments in the fields of high, intermediate and low energy
physics as well as in molecular and solid materials. With a detailed introduction,
the subject matter is reviewed to its latest status, such as: High energy physics _
empirical approach systematizing the information on masses & spins etc,
fundamental theories of antimatter, quarks & neutrino mass Intermediate energy
_ hot and dense nuclear matter Low energy physics _ nuclear mass formula,
"halo" structure of light, cold nuclear phenomena (i.e., cold fission) Solid
materials _ carbon clusters, semiconductors and phenomenon of atomic diffusion
in solids Illustrating both present and future possibilities of new electrochromic
materials and devices along with advances in Physics of molecular fluids and
molecular materials in cosmic objects.
This introduction to nuclear physics and particle physics provides an accessible
and clear treatment of the fundamentals. Starting with the structure of nuclei and
explaining instability of nuclei, this textbook enables the reader to understand all
basics in nuclear physics. The text is written from the experimental physics point
of view, giving numerous real-life examples and applications of nuclear forces in
modern technology. This highly motivating presentation deepens the reader's
knowledge in a very accessible way. The second part of the text gives a concise
introduction to elementary particle physics, again together with applications and
instrumentation. Nuclear fusion, fission, radionuclides in medicine and particle
accelerators are amongst the many examples explained in detail. Numerous
problems with solutions are perfect for self-study.
Annotation Readership: Advanced undergraduates and researchers in nuclear
and particle physics.
The fourth edition includes new developments, in particular a new section on the
double beta decay including a discussion of the possibility of a neutrinoless
decay and its implications for the standard model.
To cope with modern developments, especially in nuclear physics research, this
textbook presents nuclear and particle physics from a unifying point of view. The
first part, Analysis, is devoted to disentangling the substructure of matter. The
second part, Synthesis, shows how the elementary particles may be combined to
build hadrons and nuclei. A section on neutrino oscillations and one on nuclear
matter at high temperatures bridge the field of "nuclear and particle physics" and
"modern astrophysics and cosmology". New developments are also covered.
This concise text has become a standard reference for advanced and
undergraduate courses.
Frank Close describes the historical development of nuclear physics, our
understanding of the nucleus, how nuclei form, and the applications of the field in
medicine. Exploring key concepts, he shows how nuclear physics brings the
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physics of the stars to Earth.
' The original edition of Introduction to Nuclear and Particle Physics was used with great
success for single-semester courses on nuclear and particle physics offered by American and
Canadian universities at the undergraduate level. It was also translated into German, and used
overseas. Being less formal but well-written, this book is a good vehicle for learning the more
intuitive rather than formal aspects of the subject. It is therefore of value to scientists with a
minimal background in quantum mechanics, but is sufficiently substantive to have been
recommended for graduate students interested in the fields covered in the text. In the second
edition, the material begins with an exceptionally clear development of Rutherford scattering
and, in the four following chapters, discusses sundry phenomenological issues concerning
nuclear properties and structure, and general applications of radioactivity and of the nuclear
force. This is followed by two chapters dealing with interactions of particles in matter, and how
these characteristics are used to detect and identify such particles. A chapter on accelerators
rounds out the experimental aspects of the field. The final seven chapters deal with elementaryparticle phenomena, both before and after the realization of the Standard Model. This is
interspersed with discussion of symmetries in classical physics and in the quantum domain,
bringing into full focus the issues concerning CP violation, isotopic spin, and other symmetries.
The final three chapters are devoted to the Standard Model and to possibly new physics
beyond it, emphasizing unification of forces, supersymmetry, and other exciting areas of
current research. The book contains several appendices on related subjects, such as special
relativity, the nature of symmetry groups, etc. There are also many examples and problems in
the text that are of value in gauging the reader's understanding of the material.
Contents:Rutherford ScatteringNuclear PhenomenologyNuclear ModelsNuclear
RadiationApplications of Nuclear PhysicsEnergy Deposition in MediaParticle
DetectionAcceleratorsProperties and Interactions of Elementary ParticlesSymmetriesDiscrete
TransformationsNeutral Kaons, Oscillations, and CP ViolationFormulation of the Standard
ModelStandard Model and Confrontation with DataBeyond the Standard Model Readership:
Advanced undergraduates and researchers in nuclear and particle physics.
Keywords:Rutherford Scattering;Nuclear Properties;Nuclear Structure;Elementary
Particles;Sub-Structure of Particles;Particle Detectors;Interactions in Matter;The Standard
Model;Symmetries of Nature;Theories of Nuclear and Particle
Structure;Radioactivity;SupersymmetryReviews: “The book by Das and Ferbel is particularly
suited as a basis for a one-semester course on both subjects since it contains a very concise
introduction to those topics and I like very much the outline and contents of this book.” Kay
Konigsmann Universität Freiburg, Germany “The book provides an introduction to the subject
very well suited for the introductory course for physics majors. Presentation is very clear and
nicely balances the issues of nuclear and particle physics, exposes both theoretical ideas and
modern experimental methods. Presentation is also very economic and one can cover most of
the book in a one-semester course. In the second edition, the authors updated the contents to
reflect the very recent developments in the theory and experiment. They managed to do it
without substantial increase of the size of the book. I used the first edition several times to
teach the course ‘Introduction to Subatomic Physics’ and I am looking forward to use this new
edition to teach the course next year.” Professor Mark Strikman Pennsylvania State University,
USA “This book can be recommended to those who find elementary particle physics of
absorbing interest.” Contemporary Physics '
Understanding of protons and neutrons, or "nucleons"â€"the building blocks of atomic
nucleiâ€"has advanced dramatically, both theoretically and experimentally, in the past half
century. A central goal of modern nuclear physics is to understand the structure of the proton
and neutron directly from the dynamics of their quarks and gluons governed by the theory of
their interactions, quantum chromodynamics (QCD), and how nuclear interactions between
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protons and neutrons emerge from these dynamics. With deeper understanding of the quarkgluon structure of matter, scientists are poised to reach a deeper picture of these building
blocks, and atomic nuclei themselves, as collective many-body systems with new emergent
behavior. The development of a U.S. domestic electron-ion collider (EIC) facility has the
potential to answer questions that are central to completing an understanding of atoms and
integral to the agenda of nuclear physics today. This study assesses the merits and
significance of the science that could be addressed by an EIC, and its importance to nuclear
physics in particular and to the physical sciences in general. It evaluates the significance of the
science that would be enabled by the construction of an EIC, its benefits to U.S. leadership in
nuclear physics, and the benefits to other fields of science of a U.S.-based EIC.
Timely and engaging, AN INTRODUCTION TO THE PHYSICS OF NUCLEI AND PARTICLES
focuses on one of the most exciting areas of physics. Author Richard Dunlap has taught this
course for the last ten years—during the last two of which he used this text successfully in his
own classroom. The author designed this text to provide flexibility and freedom for instructors
teaching a one-semester course by including a wealth of problems as well as approximately
20% more material than is necessary for the average 14-week course. In order to ensure that
the book is up-to-date and interesting for the students, the author has included recent research
results whenever possible and has presented data from ongoing experiments. This is
particularly relevant for fields in which there is considerable current research activity, such as
neutrino masses and oscillations, quark masses and controlled fusion.
This textbook fills the gap between the very basic and the highly advanced volumes that are
widely available on the subject. It offers a concise but comprehensive overview of a number of
topics, like general relativity, fission and fusion, which are otherwise only available with much
more detail in other textbooks. Providing a general introduction to the underlying concepts
(relativity, fission and fusion, fundamental forces), it allows readers to develop an idea of what
these two research fields really involve. The book uses real-world examples to make the
subject more attractive and encourage the use of mathematical formulae. Besides short
scientists' biographies, diagrams, end-of-chapter problems and worked solutions are also
included. Intended mainly for students of scientific disciplines such as physics and chemistry
who want to learn about the subject and/or the related techniques, it is also useful to high
school teachers wanting to refresh or update their knowledge and to interested non-experts.
Updated and expanded edition of this well-known Physics textbook provides an excellent
Undergraduate introduction to the field This new edition of Nuclear and Particle Physics
continues the standards established by its predecessors, offering a comprehensive and highly
readable overview of both the theoretical and experimental areas of these fields. The updated
and expanded text covers a very wide range of topics in particle and nuclear physics, with an
emphasis on the phenomenological approach to understanding experimental data. It is one of
the few publications currently available that gives equal treatment to both fields, while
remaining accessible to undergraduates. Early chapters cover basic concepts of nuclear and
particle physics, before describing their respective phenomenologies and experimental
methods. Later chapters interpret data through models and theories, such as the standard
model of particle physics, and the liquid drop and shell models of nuclear physics, and also
discuss many applications of both fields. The concluding two chapters deal with practical
applications and outstanding issues, including extensions to the standard model, implications
for particle astrophysics, improvements in medical imaging, and prospects for power
production. There are a number of useful appendices. Other notable features include: New or
expanded coverage of developments in relevant fields, such as the discovery of the Higgs
boson, recent results in neutrino physics, research to test theories beyond the standard model
(such as supersymmetry), and important technical advances, such as Penning traps used for
high-precision measurements of nuclear masses. Practice problems at the end of chapters
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(excluding the last chapter) with solutions to selected problems provided in an appendix, as
well as an extensive list of references for further reading. Companion website with solutions
(odd-numbered problems for students, all problems for instructors), PowerPoint lecture slides,
and other resources. As with previous editions, the balanced coverage and additional
resources provided, makes Nuclear and Particle Physics an excellent foundation for advanced
undergraduate courses, or a valuable general reference text for early graduate studies.
In the present volume, Phillip J. Siemens, who has been a seminal contributor to our
understanding of the nucleus as a many-body system, and his able collabourator, Aksel S.
Jensen, introduce graduate students and colleagues in other fields to the basic concepts of
nuclear physics in a way which connects clearly the methods of nuclear physics with those of
condensed matter, atomic, and particle physics. Their book thus provides a lucid introduction
to the key facts and concepts of nuclei, including many of the most recent developments, while
emphasizing the similarities and the differences between the behaviour of nuclei, atoms,
elementary particles, and condensed matter, It should thus prove useful, not only as a text for
an introductory graduate course in nuclear physics, but as a reference book for all scientists
interested in a unified picture of our understanding of physical phenomena associated with
many-body systems.
Nuclei and nuclear reactions offer a unique setting for investigating three (and in some cases
even all four) of the fundamental forces in nature. Nuclei have been shown – mainly by
performing scattering experiments with electrons, muons and neutrinos – to be extended
objects with complex internal structures: constituent quarks; gluons, whose exchange binds the
quarks together; sea-quarks, the ubiquitous virtual quark-antiquark pairs and last but not least,
clouds of virtual mesons, surrounding an inner nuclear region, their exchange being the source
of the nucleon-nucleon interaction. The interplay between the (mostly attractive) hadronic
nucleon-nucleon interaction and the repulsive Coulomb force is responsible for the existence of
nuclei; their degree of stability, expressed in the details and limits of the chart of nuclides; their
rich structure and the variety of their interactions. Despite the impressive successes of the
classical nuclear models and of ab-initio approaches, there is clearly no end in sight for either
theoretical or experimental developments as shown e.g. by the recent need to introduce more
sophisticated three-body interactions to account for an improved picture of nuclear structure
and reactions. Yet, it turns out that the internal structure of the nucleons has comparatively
little influence on the behavior of the nucleons in nuclei and nuclear physics – especially
nuclear structure and reactions – is thus a field of science in its own right, without much
recourse to subnuclear degrees of freedom. This book collects essential material that was
presented in the form of lectures notes in nuclear physics courses for graduate students at the
University of Cologne. It follows the course's approach, conveying the subject matter by
combining experimental facts and experimental methods and tools with basic theoretical
knowledge. Emphasis is placed on the importance of spin and orbital angular momentum
(leading e.g. to applications in energy research, such as fusion with polarized nuclei) and on
the operational definition of observables in nuclear physics. The end-of-chapter problems
serve above all to elucidate and detail physical ideas that could not be presented in full detail in
the main text. Readers are assumed to have a working knowledge of quantum mechanics and
a basic grasp of both non-relativistic and relativistic kinematics; the latter in particular is a
prerequisite for interpreting nuclear reactions and the connections to particle and high-energy
physics.

This book is intended for undergraduate or beginning graduate students. The net
outcome is material to cover one integrated course on Nuclear and Particle
Physics as well as Astrophysics.There are many advantages in teaching all these
subjects together as they have become increasingly inseparable. From a
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theoretical point of view, understanding the similarities between atoms, nuclei
and other hadrons and applying analogs from one to the other have been very
effective in research and they have led to the development of all these fields.
From an experimental point of view, a high energy experimentalist must
understand nuclear physics, if he or she wants to construct new devices, like
detectors, etc., appropriate for observing new high energy phenomena.
Furthermore, an understanding of certain areas of astrophysics and the physics
of the cosmos, demands a good grasp of both nuclear and particle physics.This
book is intended as a menu from which the reader can pick material according to
his or her taste and interests. The authors inserted proper cross references to
make a specific selection by the reader from this menu as easily digestible as
possible. The authors supplied sets of problems with varying degree of
complexity, accompanied by hints or a sketch of the solution, if needed, in most
chapters.
This introductory textbook gives a uniform presentation of nuclear and particle
physics. The first part, Analysis, is devoted to disentangling the substructure of
matter. This part shows that experiments designed to uncover the substructures
of nuclei and nucleons have a similar conceptual basis, and lead to the present
picture of all matter being built out of a small number of elementary building
blocks and a small number of fundamental interactions. The second part,
Synthesis, shows how the elementary particles may be combined to build
hadrons and nuclei. The fundamental interactions responsible for the forces in all
systems become less and less evident in increasingly complex systems. Such
systems are in fact dominated by many-body phenomena. In the third English
edition a new section on neutrino oscillations and one on nuclear matter at high
temperatures bridges the fields of 'nuclear and particle physics' and 'modern
astrophysics and cosmology'.The fourth edition includes new developments, in
particular a new section on the double beta decay including a discussion of the
possibility of a neutrinoless decay and its implications for the standard model.
This concise text, translated into many languages, has become a standard
referende for advanced and undergraduate courses. TOC:Hors d'oeuvre.Analysis: The Building Blocks of Matter.- Global Properties of Nuclei.- Nuclear
Stability.- Scattering.- Geometric Shapes of Nuclei.- Elastic Scattering of
Nucleons.- Deep Inelastic Scattering.- Quarks, Gluons, and the Strong
Interaction.- Particle Production in e+e- Collisions.- Phenomenology of the Weak
Interaction.- Exchange Bosons of the Weak Interaction.- The Standard Model.Synthesis: Composite System.- Quarkonia.- Mesons Made from Light Quarks.The Baryons.- The Nuclear Force.- The Structure of Nuclei.- Collective Nuclear
Excitations.- Nuclear Thermodyamics.- Many-Body Systems in the Strong
Interaction.- Appendix.- Solutions to the Problems.- References.- Index.
Over ten years ago, U.S. nuclear scientists proposed construction of a new rare
isotope accelerator in the United States, which would enable experiments to
elucidate the important questions in nuclear physics. To help assess this
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proposal, DOE and NSF asked the NRC to define the science agenda for a nextgeneration U.S. Facility for Rare Isotope Beams (FRIB). As the study began,
DOE announced a substantial reduction in the scope of this facility and put off its
initial operation date by several years. The study focused on an evaluation of the
science that could be accomplished on a facility reduced in scope. This report
provides a discussion of the key science drivers for a FRIB, an assessment of
existing domestic and international rare isotope beams, an assessment of the
current U.S. position about the FRIB, and a set of findings and conclusions about
the scientific and policy context for such a facility.
An accessible introduction to nuclear and particle physics with equal coverage of
both topics, this text covers all the standard topics in particle and nuclear physics
thoroughly and provides a few extras, including chapters on experimental
methods; applications of nuclear physics including fission, fusion and biomedical
applications; and unsolved problems for the future. It includes basic concepts and
theory combined with current and future applications. An excellent resource for
physics and astronomy undergraduates in higher-level courses, this text also
serves well as a general reference for graduate studies.
This introductory book presents nuclear and particle physics from an
experimental point of view. The first part, Analysis, disentangles the substructure
of matter. The second part, Synthesis shows how the elementary particles may
be combined to build hadrons and nuclei.
Particles and NucleiAn Introduction to the Physical ConceptsSpringer
This is the first quantitative treatment of elementary particle theory that is
accessible to undergraduates. Using a lively, informal writing style, the author
strikes a balance between quantitative rigor and intuitive understanding. The first
chapter provides a detailed historical introduction to the subject. Subsequent
chapters offer a consistent and modern presentation, covering the quark model,
Feynman diagrams, quantum electrodynamics, and gauge theories. A clear
introduction to the Feynman rules, using a simple model, helps readers learn the
calculational techniques without the complications of spin. And an accessible
treatment of QED shows how to evaluate tree-level diagrams. Contains an
abundance of worked examples and many end-of-chapter problems.
A comprehensive, unified treatment of present-day nuclear physics-the fresh edition of a
classic text/reference. "A fine and thoroughly up-to-date textbook on nuclear physics . . . most
welcome." -Physics Today (on the First Edition). What sets Introductory Nuclear Physics apart
from other books on the subject is its presentation of nuclear physics as an integral part of
modern physics. Placing the discipline within a broad historical and scientific context, it makes
important connections to other fields such as elementary particle physics and astrophysics.
Now fully revised and updated, this Second Edition explores the changing directions in nuclear
physics, emphasizing new developments and current research-from superdeformation to quarkgluon plasma. Author Samuel S.M. Wong preserves those areas that established the First
Edition as a standard text in university physics departments, focusing on what is exciting about
the discipline and providing a concise, thorough, and accessible treatment of the fundamental
aspects of nuclear properties. In this new edition, Professor Wong: * Includes a chapter on
heavy-ion reactions-from high-spin states to quark-gluon plasma * Adds a new chapter on
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nuclear astrophysics * Relates observed nuclear properties to the underlying nuclear
interaction and the symmetry principles governing subatomic particles * Regroups material and
appendices to make the text easier to use * Lists Internet links to essential databases and
research projects * Features end-of-chapter exercises using real-world data. Introductory
Nuclear Physics, Second Edition is an ideal text for courses in nuclear physics at the senior
undergraduate or first-year graduate level. It is also an important resource for scientists and
engineers working with nuclei, for astrophysicists and particle physicists, and for anyone
wishing to learn more about trends in the field.
This well-known introductory textbook gives a uniform presentation of nuclear and particle
physics from an experimental point of view. The first part, Analysis, is devoted to disentangling
the substructure of matter. This part shows that experiments designed to uncover the
substructures of nuclei and nucleons have a similar conceptual basis, and lead to the present
picture of all matter being constructed from a small number of elementary building blocks and a
small number of fundamental interactions. The second part, Synthesis, shows how the
elementary particles may be combined to build hadrons and nuclei. The fundamental
interactions, which are responsible for the forces in all systems, become less and less evident
in increasingly complex systems. Such systems are in fact dominated by many-body
phenomena. A section on neutrino oscillations and one on nuclear matter at high temperatures
bridge the field of "nuclear and particle physics" and "modem astrophysics and cosmology. The
seventh revised and extended edition includes new material, in particular the experimental
verification of the Higgs particle at the LHC, recent results in neutrino physics, the violation of
CP-symmetry in the decay of neutral B-mesons, the experimental investigations of the
nucleon's spin structure and outstanding results of the HERA experiments in deep-inelastic
electron- and positron-proton scattering. The concise text is based on lectures held at the
University of Heidelberg and includes numerous exercises with worked answers. It has been
translated into several languages and has become a standard reference for advanced
undergraduate and graduate courses.
University Physics is designed for the two- or three-semester calculus-based physics course.
The text has been developed to meet the scope and sequence of most university physics
courses and provides a foundation for a career in mathematics, science, or engineering. The
book provides an important opportunity for students to learn the core concepts of physics and
understand how those concepts apply to their lives and to the world around them. Due to the
comprehensive nature of the material, we are offering the book in three volumes for flexibility
and efficiency. Coverage and Scope Our University Physics textbook adheres to the scope and
sequence of most two- and three-semester physics courses nationwide. We have worked to
make physics interesting and accessible to students while maintaining the mathematical rigor
inherent in the subject. With this objective in mind, the content of this textbook has been
developed and arranged to provide a logical progression from fundamental to more advanced
concepts, building upon what students have already learned and emphasizing connections
between topics and between theory and applications. The goal of each section is to enable
students not just to recognize concepts, but to work with them in ways that will be useful in
later courses and future careers. The organization and pedagogical features were developed
and vetted with feedback from science educators dedicated to the project. VOLUME III Unit 1:
Optics Chapter 1: The Nature of Light Chapter 2: Geometric Optics and Image Formation
Chapter 3: Interference Chapter 4: Diffraction Unit 2: Modern Physics Chapter 5: Relativity
Chapter 6: Photons and Matter Waves Chapter 7: Quantum Mechanics Chapter 8: Atomic
Structure Chapter 9: Condensed Matter Physics Chapter 10: Nuclear Physics Chapter 11:
Particle Physics and Cosmology
This textbook brings together nuclear and particle physics, presenting a balanced overview of
both fields as well as the interplay between the two. The theoretical as well as the experimental
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foundations are covered, providing students with a deep understanding of the subject. Inchapter exercises ranging from basic experimental to sophisticated theoretical questions
provide an important tool for students to solidify their knowledge. Suitable for upper
undergraduate courses in nuclear and particle physics as well as more advanced courses, the
book includes road maps guiding instructors on tailoring the content to their course. Online
resources including color figures, tables, and a solutions manual complete the teaching
package. This textbook will be essential for students preparing for further study or a career in
the field who require a solid grasp of both nuclear and particle physics.
Identifying where to access data, extracting a needed subset from available resources, and
knowing how to interpret the format in which data are presented can be time-consuming tasks
for scientists and engineers. By collecting all of this information and providing a background in
physics, An Introduction to the Passage of Energetic Particles thr
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